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The importance of employer branding nowadays should not only be a sig-
nificant Human Resources (HR) Management strategical pillar of multinational 
corporations, its role is increasingly gaining ground in every business. As a 
consequence of labor market demand caused by economic recovery employers 
are trying to find and employ the talented and the most suitable candidates in 
different ways and to retain their key employees to reduce the staff fluctuation. 
HR professionals have to react quickly for the changes of the labor market and 
the circumstances. Human Resources experts can provide for the optimal work-
force management and the corporate value creation by the help of efficient plan-
ning and wherethrough attractive company campaign. During the employer 
branding process, Human Resources professionals have to focus on attracting 
new candidates, moreover to retain and motivate their own, current employees. 
I would like to demonstrate through this study why it is an essential question 
for a multinational company with 2700 employees that how to contribute to 
reduce fluctuation (turnover) in addition to this how Human Resources Special-
ists can cooperate in reducing this process with strategical methods of the em-
ployer branding. Employer branding serves as a bridge between market and 
human resource goals. It ensures emblematic image for the company as a com-
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 1,64 1,05% 33 21 
 2,58 1,77% 54 37 
 2,62 2,01% 56 43 
 2,57 2,16% 56 47 
 1,90 1,19% 43 27 
 2,78 1,93% 65 45 
 2,05 1,67% 49 40 
2017. augusztus 3,74 2,81% 89 67 
2017. szeptember 3,71 2,87% 88 68 
 3,07 2,35% 73 56 
2017. november 2,33 1,54% 56 37 
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Figure 5.: Steps to become an attractive company 
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